
 

 

BIKEH 

 

 

 Riding a bike that fits will maximise your power generation (and therefore your 

speed) whilst protecting you from injury 

 Size My Bike uses six body measurements to generate the optimal bike 

dimensions for you (for both road bike and MTB) 

 The free ‘Lite’ version provides seat tube and top tube lengths, allowing you to 

choose your appropriate frame size; full version provides saddle height and 

setback, crank length, stem height and stem length 

 No substitute for a proper bike fit, but a useful tool if you’re on a tight budget 

 TOP 5 BEST  

ROAD CYCLING APPS 

(AND THREE OF THEM ARE FREE) 

 

We all want to improve our cycling performance. Here are five apps, varying in cost 

between free and £2.99, which will allow you to get the most out of your road cycling 

(Premium 

version £2.99) 

 Tracking your progress is a vital way to ensure that you’re training stays on track 

 Install Strava on your smartphone, hit record and do your ride. Strava records 
where you went, your speed and your height ascended (amongst other things). 
Back at home, log in to the Strava website and analyse your performance 

 Strava will compare your times to other cyclists that have completed the same 
segments 

 You can also use Strava to follow your cycling friends (as well as some of the pro-
cycling peleton) 

 Being able to perform your own bike maintenance, at home and on a ride, saves 

you money and time and is probably good for the soul 

 Bike Doctor covers all the common bike repair issues, using pictures to illustrate 

each step of the process 

 Navigation is by tapping on the part of the bike with a problem (on the screen...) 

and then following the instructions 

 Incredibly useful if something happens mid-ride, when you’ve brought your multi-

tool but have no idea how to solve the problem 

 CycleStreets is a UK journey planner for cyclists 

 Once you’ve put in your start and finish points, CycleStreets will show the fastest 

route (for confident riders), the quietest route (avoiding busy roads) or a route 

that is a balance of both 

 Beware if you want to do some hill training, the CycleStreets algorithm will 

generally try to avoid them 

 If you want to see better cycling facilities in your area, you can use the 

CycleStreets app to submit photos that can be used by cycle campaign organisers 

 Employing a coach is likely to have the single biggest impact on your cycling 

performance. For most though, the cost is just too high 

 Coach My Ride features 105 training sessions that can be adapted to your 

personal fitness goals 

 The app will calculate, based on your details, the intensity level you need to 

achieve for each session 

 Coach My Ride features sessions specifically designed for turbo-trainers, so poor 

riding conditions won’t derail your programme 

1. TRACKING YOUR PROGRESS Strava – free 

2. BIKE MAINTENANCE Bike Doctor 2.0 – £2.99 

3. BIKE FITTING Size My Bike – free 

4. CYCLE ROUTE PLANNING CycleStreets – free 

5. CYCLE COACHING PROGRAMMES Coach My Ride – £1.99 


